
 Why a Worksman Front Load Tricycle is a Good Choice: 

Tricycles are especially well suited for cargo transport inside factories as well as in Urban 
Outdoor environments   

• The STABILITY of three wheels allows you to get safely navigate the Streetscape, going 
as slow as you want or as fast as is safe.. 

• Worksman Front Load trikes are extremely intuitive to ride.  After a few laps around 
town, riders get a great feel for the handling characteristics 

• Tricycles don't need to be balanced or pushed hard at takeoff to stay up, so you can move 
a heavy load easier by starting slow and adding speed one pedal stroke at a time. 

• Worksman Front Load Tricycles do not require rider balance skills as a bicycle would.  
You can simply sit on the trike either while standing still or while in motion, knowing 
you do not need to lean into turns or feel out of control.   

• Unlike a bicycle, on a tricycle you can sit comfortably while stopped so no need to jump 
on and off. 

• Tricycles with dual front wheels are simpler and easier to maintain than any other design. 
The drive system is that of a bicycle with a coaster brake (back pedal to stop)  

• You can see your cargo which is in front of you and it’s easy to navigate as the widest 
point of the tricycle is in front of you, so judging your route is very easy. 

• Worksman Front load trikes  have a track history of over 80 years, including the first 
Good Humor ™ Ice cream tricycles that we created in the late 1930’s 

Circa 1940 Worksman Good Humor Ice Cream Tricycle  

How does it turn?  

The answer is its simple.  The Worksman Front 
Load tricycles have a steer True Spindle axle, so 
the entire front picots and is controlled by a 
handlebar that you push right or left to control 
steering. The Worksman Steer True Pivot    
bearing system we use makes it effortless to turn. 

             

 

 



 

Is it easy to assemble? 

The tricycle is shipped in two parts, easily bolted together with common tools. Anyone with 
some bicycle work experience or is just generally handy can assemble their tricycle themselves. 
No special tools are required. 

 Are Worksman Cycles More Durable Than Other Brands? 

YES!!!!!!! A Tricycle is only as durable as its components. The Worksman Front Loader Frame 
is unequaled as it features a lugged frame with a malleable Steering lug, 14G main frame tubing 
and 5/8” rear stays.  Super durable, nearly unbreakable.  The front axle is a 1” solid steel design 
with Steer True pivot lug making them not only incredibly durable but so easy to steer.  Our 
Wheels are unlike any other brand as the rims are simply far thicker than bicycle wheels others 
use. Worksman Wheels are frankly quite legendary for their durability. Spokes are 11g (.120), 
the chain is 50% thicker than regular bicycle chain as is the front sprocket.  The Platforms or 
Cabinets are mounted to the frames on automotive style leaf springs, offering durability and 
load suspension. 

Freedom to Choose: 

As shown on our website, you can configure our Front Load Tricycles with upgrades such as 
custom colors, custom gearing, tire upgrades (even airless tires for settings where flat tires are a 
potential issue), Front Mag exclusive Welded wheels and more!  Have it your way! 

Why Worksman Cycles is the Right Choice: 

         CONFIDENCE   

There are many choices on the market today. Most all are imported cycles from fairly new 
companies that slap their labels on the cycle they source (mostly from China) and market 
aggressively on social media.  But where will those companies be when you require spare parts 
years from now.  Only Worksman Cycles can claim over 100 years in business and is 
America’s Oldest Bicycle Manufacturer and we’ve supported the cycles we’ve sold for all of 
these years.  Worksman has a state of the art factory that is close to 3 Acres under roof in 
Conway SC (we relocated from our NYC factory in 2017). We weld, fabricate Powder coat, 
build wheels, assemble and pack in our own factory.  Work is performed by proud, hardworking 
USA factory Team Members, dedicated to our customer’s satisfaction. (We do still have a 
facility in Queens NYC as well).   The bottom line is that when you deal with Worksman 
Cycles, you are buying from a reliable USA based company with an unsurpassed history, and 
cycles made by American workers. And customers can call us during normal business hours 
and expect a live customer service representative to assist, If you buy from most other 
companies….all we can say is buyer beware….there are a lot of fly by night companies selling 
bikes these days. Worksman Cycles…continuous USA manufacturing and the same family 
ownership Since 1898. 


